Case Report

Malignant solitary fibrous tumor of breast: a rare case report
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Abstract: Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) is rare mesenchymal neoplasm that has been originally and most often documented in the pleura. Recently, the ubiquitous nature of the SFT has been recognized with reports of involvement of numerous sites all over the body such as: upper respiratory tract, somatic tissue, mediastinum, head, and neck. Less than 10 cases SFT of breast have been reported. Herein, we presented a 52-year-old Asian female with SFT of breast, this tumor showed predominant malignant features. To our knowledge, SFT of breast with such malignant evidence is extremely rare.
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Introduction

Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) is rare mesenchymal neoplasm that has been originally and most often documented in the pleura. Recently, the ubiquitous nature of the SFT has been recognized with reports of involvement of numerous sites all over the body, i.e, upper respiratory tract, somatic tissue, mediastinum, head, and neck, etc [1, 2]. SFT is extremely rare in breast. Less than 10 cases SFT of breast have been reported [3-5]. Here, we present a SFT of breast with malignant features such as: large tumor size (diameter 10.0 cm), increased mitotic index (≥ 4 mitoses per 10 high-power fields) and infiltrative margins [6].

Case presentation

Clinical history

A 52-year-old Asian female accidentally found a small nodule in the left breast about one year ago, this nodule is about 2.3 cm³, right below the nipple. The patient did not take appropriate treatment because the lesion was lack of clinical symptoms. Over the past year, the nodule grew promptly. When the patient went to the hospital, the lesion occupied almost the entire left breast. The patient claimed for the pain in the left breast without nipple discharge. The skin of the left breast is slightly reddish. The histories of chronic disease, tumor, breast trauma and the family history of breast cancer were denied. Breast palpation presented that the skin of left breast is slightly reddish, without ulceration, the appearance of nipple is normal. A giant hard mass (approximate size: 10.0 × 10.0 × 4.0 cm³) with smooth surface and moderate activity was touched right below the nipple. No obvious mass was found in the right breast or bilateral axillary. The clinical physical and imaging examination showed no obvious abnormalities in other organs. Mammography and ultrasound were performed on bilateral breast. Radiologists classify the lesion as BIRADS category 4C (Figure 1). The tumor was strongly advised to be surgically removed.

Gross features

The circular incision was performed at the central area of the left breast by the surgeon. Tumor was completely removed, grossly, the tumor (size: 10.0 × 9.5 × 4.2 cm³) with complete capsule, the section of the tumor was white-gray,
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with tough texture and local lobulated appearance.

Microscopic features

The resected specimens were fixed with 10% neutral-buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin blocks. The 4-μm slides from the tissue blocks were used for hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining. Generally, normal histological features of normal mammary gland could not be seen in the tumor. The tumor showed a patternless architecture characterized by a combination of alternating hypocellular and hypercellular areas. In hypocellular area, a small mount of spindle-shaped tumor cells scattered in collagen fibers, extremely rare mammary gland-like structure could be seen among the cells (Figure 2A). In hypercellular area, Ovoid-spindle shaped tumor cells surrounded branching and staghorn vasculature (Figure 2B), round shape tumor cells showed hemangiopericytoma-like growth pattern (Figure 2C), the two areas have a relative clear boundary (Figure 2D). Focally, tumor cell presented the infiltrated growth pattern, infiltrative margins could be identified (Figure 2E). At higher magnification, tumor cells showed mild to moderated cytological atypia, numerous mitoses (≥ 4 mitoses per ten high-power fields) could also be found as a feature (Figure 2F).

Immunohistochemistry

The immunohistochemical study showed that the tumor cells were strongly and diffusely positive for vimentin (Figure 3A), BCL-2 (Figure 3B); positive for CD34 (Figure 3C) and CD99; negative for p63, AE1/AE3, EMA, desmin, calretinin, actin (SM), β-catenin and S-100. Ki67 index was about 15% (Figure 3D).

Discussion

SFT is a ubiquitous mesenchymal tumor of probable fibroblastic type which shows a prominent hemangiopericytoma-like branching vascular pattern [1, 2]. Morphologically, SFT is generally characterized by spindle cell proliferation showing a pattern- less architecture and staghorn vasculature. Our case showed typical morphological presentation of SFT, such as: patternless architecture characterized by a combination of alternating hypocellular and hypercellular areas, focal hemangiopericytoma-like growth pattern. These characteristics were very helpful to make a correct diagnosis of SFT. Malignant SFT are usually hypercellular lesions, showing at least focally moderate to marked cytological atypia, tumour necrosis, numerous mitoses (≥ 4 mitoses per ten high-power fields) and/or infiltrative margins [3-6]. While our case showed important malignant evidence such as: mild to moderated cytological atypia, numerous mitoses (≥ 4 mitoses per ten high-power fields) and infiltrative margins. These histological features were consistent with malignant SFT.

Immunohistochemistry is important to confirm the final diagnosis of malignant SFT. According to the previous reports, tumors cells in SFT are characteristically immunoreactive for vimentin, CD34, BCL-2, and CD99 [7], and the immunophenotype our case is consistent with the past reports. The positive expression of AE1/AE3, EMA, actin (SM) and S-100 in SFT were rare [7]. Our case showed negative expression p63, AE1/AE3, EMA, desmin, calretinin, actin (SM), β-catenin and S-100, which is typical immunophenotype of SFT.

Although both morphological and immunohistochemistry studies support the diagnosis of breast malignant SFT well, some tumors characterized by spindle shaped cell hyperplasia should be considered in differential diagnosis. For example, the spindle cell variant of squamous cell carcinoma in breast might be a challenge of differential diagnosis. As the tumor cells emanate out to infiltrate the surrounding...
Figure 2. Microscopic features of breast malignant SFT. A. In hypocellular area, a small mount of spindle-shaped tumor cells scattered in collagen fibers, extremely rare mammary gland-like structure could be seen, HE 100 ×. B. In hypercellular area, Ovoid-spindle shaped tumor cells surrounded branching and staghorn vasculature, HE 100 ×. C. Round shaped tumor cells showed hemangiopericytoma-like growth pattern, HE 100 ×. D. There is a relative clear boundary between hypocellular and hypercellular areas, HE 100 ×. E. Focally, infiltrative margins could be identified, HE 100 ×. F. Tumor cells showed mild to moderated cytological atypia and active mitoses, HE 400 ×.
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stroma, they become spindle shaped and lose their squamous features. A pronounced stromal reaction is often admixed with the spindled squamous carcinoma which could be distinguished from SFT [8]. Spindle cell variant of squamous cell carcinoma is also lack of hypercellular and hypocellular areas, as well as hemangiopericytoma-like growth pattern. Immunohistochemistry studies showed that spindle cell variant of squamous cell carcinoma always positive for AE1/AE3 and negative for CD34. The immunophenotype of our case is very helpful to exclude the diagnosis of spindle cell variant of squamous cell carcinoma. Malignant myoepithelioma is a rare tumor composed predominantly spindled myoepithelial cells, which should be distinguished from malignant SFT. According to previous reports, proliferation of branched vascular and typical hemangiopericytoma-like area is not the feature of malignant myoepithelial. In addition, the tumor cells were supposed to positive for actin (SM), S-100 and negative for CD34 [9]. Myofibroblastoma is a benign spindle cell tumor of the mammary stroma composed of myofibroblasts, sometimes it showed infiltrating margins and prominent epithelioid cell component which could mimic with SFT [10], but the tumor is always lack of the changes in cell destiny and hemangiopericytoma growth. Although the tumor cells show the variable expression of CD34, BCL-2 and CD99, they are always positive for desmin and actin (SM) [10]. Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor

Figure 3. Immunohistochemistry studies of breast malignant SFT. A. Diffusely positive for vimentin, 100 ×. B. Diffusely positive for BCL-2, 100 ×. C. Positive for CD34, 100 ×. D. Ki67 index was about 15%, 100 ×.
showed long spindle tumor cells with lightly stained cytoplasm and slender nucleus, surrounded vascular and formed the vortex-like, bundle-like arrangement. The alternating of hypocellular area and hypercellular area could also be seen as a character which could mimic with malignant SFT. However, positive expression of S-100 and negative expression of CD34 were always helpful to distinguish from malignant SFT [11].

Malignant SFT positively correlated with local recurrence and metastatic disease. Some studies demonstrated a very low rate of recurrence and distant metastasis, whereas other investigators indicated a relatively increased relapse rate with extended follow-up periods [12]. Therefore, complete resection at an early stage should be the main goal of surgical treatment and follow-up should be maintained for more than 10 years [12, 13]. The patient in our case was treated with simple mastectomy because of large tumor size and recent evidence of fast growing rate.

Tumor relapse occurred after up to 168 months, but most local recurrences or metastases were diagnosed within the first 2 years after surgery [12, 13]. Nowadays, evolving therapies inhibiting specific angiogenic pathways show promising activities in SFT. The rich vascular features of SFT have been long recognized, but the effective value of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its receptor (VEGFR) in SFT still remains indistinct [14].
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